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We will support and add the following proposals for the sustainable
use of Pesticides (see our proposals in block letters)

1.Minimising the hazards and risks to health and environment from
the use of pesticides, through:

a.  The establishment of national, regional and local plans, to
reduce hazards, risks and dependence on only chemical control.

Broad participation by the Pesticides Industry, their distributors,
economic representatives such as farmers, their unions, and any
other professional or technical organisations involved in this type
of input including service providers and  public authorities should be
encouraged when designing objectives, programs, targets and
timetables.
These should measure the reduction of the impact of  pesticide use
(and the reduction of pesticide use!!)

b. Reducing particular risks, such as:
1 and 2: we agree with the proposals.

3. aerial spraying:
Given that the aerial treatments are made by expert pilots with
the same precision as the tractor treatments,
Given that, in some countries like France, all aerial applicators
are certified (unlike tractor treatment, except for specific
treatment firms)
Given that the aerial treatments are the only treatments available
conditions such as:
*crops in steep slopes (some vineyards for instance)
*damp fields that cannot sustain the weight of a tractor



*crops with thick canopy that require treatment on the superior
leaves only (such as the banana fields)
*high standing crops which need fast application against pests  in
short time periods (such as the cornborer)
*forest or poplar fields that require insecticide or fungicide
treatments (pines urticant moth or poplar rust)
*rice crops for which a ground application is difficult and often
impossible.
*anti mosquitoes application on marshes area
*in need of fast application on large areas ( like against Diabrotica
on corn in summer 2002 around the Paris airports)
Given that the aerial firms cannot survive on exceptional demands
due climatic conditions or a sudden pest development but require
a regular basic activity,
We believe that aerial treatment should be maintained, and
regulated. These regulations include maintenance and
reinforcement of the expertise of the specialised firms and their
pilots.

c. improving risk-awareness

We agree with the proposals.

d. Further research and development

We  cannot support proposal number 3 on the improved
insurance schemes because many diagnostic kits exist and could
be easily used to directly reduce the preventive application!

2.Improved controls on the use and distribution of pesticides

We agree with the proposals but suggest that proposal f. be
transferred to proposal e. in the previous paragraph 1.
(Minimising the hazards and risks…..)

3. Reducing the levels of harmful active substances by substituting the
most dangerous with the safer (including non chemicals)  alternatives.



Substitution of active ingredient will have to take into account all
aspects of its use.  This includes but is not limited to , its
interaction with   other active ingredients,  the risk of resistance
associated with its  site of action, all crops where it is used
including minor crops, pest , weeds and diseases on which it is
active, without forgetting cost.

4.Encouragement of the use of low input or pesticide free crop
farming particularly by raising user awareness, promoting use of the
code of good practices and consideration of the possible application
of financial instruments.
a. Promotion and development of alternatives solutions.

We agree with the promotion of alternatives solutions if they
bring the same global benefit ( on economics, health and
environment).
We are opposed to the funds allocation that, in any case, can only
constitute temporary measures!

b. Imposing penalties on “bad” users.

We agree on principle, but after control.

c. Special levies on PPPs.

You will find below my comments on the French tax that has been
starting in the year 2000:

Here are my observation and proposal after 3 years of
effectiveness:
In the mind of its promoters, the tax was aimed against the most
“polluting” products to encourage the use of the better profile
products  and  reduce of the pollution by  PPPs

In practice older “bulky”, often cheaper, products have seen their
price increase. In the of fumigants, levies were such that that the
resulting price increases have reduced or even cancelled their use,



causing problems in vegetables crops.  This is mainly cause by the
method used to calculate the tax level.
On the other hand, more recent products and especially those
used at low rates were not as affected by this levy.

The shortcomings or even the contradictions from the initial
objective are many:

1.  Bad use of the hazardous product is the primary cause of
pollution, not the product itself A classified hazardous
product , used in accordance with the good practice
described in  label recommendations will not damage  health
nor the environment; but a badly practiced tank rinsing,
even with a safer product might create issues for the
ecosystem.

2. The way in which this tax is levied, creates a situation where
the ultimate decision makers (i.e. the growers) have no or
limited visualisation of this tax.  It is levied at the level of the
first marketer of the product in France , mainly the pesticide
company, which can pass or not pass on this cost to the
distributor, who in turn establisheshis own pricing policy
independently.
Futhermore, this tax is not a sales price component,

therefore  it cannot be stated as such on the invoices, as is the
case of the VAT.
3. The basis of calculation does not take into account the
formulation, but only the active ingredient; a new safer 

formulation with an active ingredient X, will get the same
taxation that an “older” formulation with the same active 

ingredient X.
4. Administration of this tax is burdensome for pesticide
companies (and probably for the tax authorities as well).
5. On some products, this tax can create price differences with
the same products over the borders, which can create more 

or less legal imports.

6. The tax collected are used to fund a social budget and not a
budget supporting action to limit pollutions.



Proposals:

1. Because of all these shortcomings, the best solution would
consists of cancelling this tax and to replace it by  voluntary
contributions from the Industry  supporting programmes
such packaging disposal schemes, promotions, audits of good
PPPs management practices and  follow ups of  products in
the environment.

2. If this tax is maintained, the levy should be based on
formulations profiles rather than on the active ingredients
profiles. Furthermore,  the levy collected should be clearly be
printed on the invoices, and  the amount collected from the
Industry  be deductible from the operations costs of the
action mentioned in the above paragraph.

d. Harmonisation of the Value added Tax for the PPPs.

We support those proposals!

5. A transparent system for reporting and monitoring the progress
made in achieving the objectives of the strategy including the
development of suitable indicators
6.Candidate countries
7.International aspects

We support those proposals

Bernard Charlot


